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The sensational success of 0, Henry ( l~62~l9l0)
coincides almost exactly with the first decade of the
twentieth century. It is a period of magazines devoted
wholly to short stories which have a great appeal for the
general reading public.
0, Henry’s total output of short stories numbers more
than two hundred and fifty, falling, interestingly enough,
into three major well~defined categories that clearly
reflect experiences gained during the important periods of
his life~~his childhood in North Carolina and his youth in
Texas, his Latin American adventure, and his maturity in New
York0 Those Southwestern and Latin American stories are
indicative of his genius, but it was the impact of New York
City upon him during the remaining ten years of his life
which climaxed his career, not only by establishing his most
productive and distinctive efforts, but also by establishing
his world~renowned reputation.
A careful study of 0, Henry’s New York stories discloses
that at least sixty of the stories focus on the problems of
men and women at work. Another group of about thirty stories
centers about the problems of the unemployed and under~
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priviledged, as against those of people who have more money
than they know what to do with, A third group, containing
about twenty—five, deals chiefly with the living conditions
and domestic affairs of the poor and obscure individuals,
Finally, there are about twenty—five stories dealing with
the typical New Yorker’s behavior in public~
Despite the decline of his reputation at home, 0. Henry
has been, interestingly enough, one of the most admired
American writers in Russia, The Russian critics tend to take
his flew York stories as an implied, if not an outright, social
criticism of the gross inequalities in the American capitalis
tic systems There is no question of his sincere sympathy for
the underdog; and his constant treatment of various social
types reveals in one way or another that he does have certain
social attitudes, though they are not quite in accord with
the Russian interpretation, The writer is, therefore, incited
to examine 0. Henry’s social attitudes as reflected in his
varied social types, chiefly the lower class, treated in his
flew York stories,
Despite the fact that there is considerable noteworthy
scholarship on 0. Henry’s biography, no work has been pre
viously done on the writer’s chosen thesis topic,
The writer would like to divide the subject into five
ill
chapters. Chapter I will concentrate on the impact of New
York on 0. Henry himself and the connon folk, and his at
titude toward it as is seen from his nunerous recording of
the concrete impressions of the big city.
Chapter II will des]. with 0. Henry’s attitude toward
the working class in terms of his treatment of the under
paid shop-girl, the honest and striving toilers and artists.
In Chapter III the writer proposes to present 0. Henry’s
attitude toward the problem of economic disparity in terms
of his respective treatment of the life of the multimillion
aire, of the unemployed and underprivileged, and society’s
cast-offs. Chapter IV will present 0. Henry’ s attitude
toward domestic life. This will be treated from three points:
his treatment of ideal marital love, of the humdrum life of
the flat-dwellers, and of the problem of child care. In the
final chapter, the writer will summarize 0. Henry’ s social
attitudes as treated in the previous chapters, and a critical
evaluation will be given.
In undertaking this research, the inter will approach
an analysis of 0. Henry’ s works in such a way that an im~ar
tial picture of his social attitudes can be established. It
is the writer’s belief that at least one third of 0. Henry’s
New York stories are dated and ephemeral in nature. Therefore
iv
these stories are naturally without great sociological
significance. At the same time the writer would like to
show that some of the biographical elements in his works
are related to and have soniething to do with the shaping
of his social attitudes.
For the preparation of this thesis the writer owes
a debt of gratitude to many persons who offered both aid
and encouragnent • Thanks are due first to Dr. Thomas D.
Jarrett, Dean of the Graduate School and the writert ~
adviser, for• patiently reading her manuscript and for
suggesting many improvements in it; and second, to Drø
Richard K. Barksdsle and.)fj~ James A. McShane, whose friend
ly encouragment ~ nev4~ be forgottet. Special thanks are
dueto the’writer’s host fsmfly~ Mr. Waltel’ Lukken and his
family, whose hospitality ad precious friendship will always
live in the writ’ s memory.
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CHAPTER I
o~ HEfRYtS r~E:i YORR
In the early spring of 1902, dilliam Sydney Porter,
better known to the world as 0. Henry, came to New York
for the first time — the New York which he was to re—
christen in his stories as his “little Old Eagdad on the
Subway,” his “Noisyville on the Hudson,” and his “City of
Too Many Caliphs.” He had come to this big city to continue
his literary career in the ma€,azine world; 1x~ordt significant,
he had come here in a sense to hide, to merge his identity
in the crowd, to live like a man condemned, under a veil,
after the profound humiliation of his three-year imprison—~
ment in the Ohio Penitentiary.’
~Thou~h unauthenticated, it is said Porter adoptea.
the pseucon~ “0, Henry” botn because he ;:ibhe~ to con
ceal his rrison id~r~titj ama ~ecamse it ~as a nai~e easily
rernembered. In 1b96 Porter was indicated for alled~ed
enoeztleinent of ~unas at the haul cor ~hich he nad v:orked.
His first ‘~io~rapher, C. Al~honso Smith, in mis~
de:e~~d.s him by baying that since the ba~c was
loosely run ama his loss of a small sun was rather a case
of technical misnamagement tnan ~riae, he ulght have been
acaultted he he not fled to Honduras. However G-erald
lamgford, im his ~~as 0. rienrr, hau give~ convincing
evidences to show that Porter had taken a cansider~ole
amount of money from the hatU~ to run his unsuccessful
newspaoer, ~~~olli~Stones, See also I. ~i. Courtney,
“0. Henry’s ease .meccxisidered,” ~Aic.~Llitera~e ~IV
(January, l~45), ~ol—7l.
CHAPJ~ER I
0 aEbRY S NEVJ YORE
In the early spring of 1902, ~üliian Sydney Porter,
better known to the world as 0. Henry, came to New York
for the first time the New York which he was to re—
christen in his stories as his 11I3ittle Old Bagdad on the
Subway,~ his 11Noisyville on the Hudson,11 and his ~City of
Too Hany Caliphs.” He had come to this big city to continue
his literary career in the magazine world; inozt zigniticant,
he had come here in a sense to hide, to merge his identity
in the crowd, to live like a man condemned, under a veil,
after the profound humiliation of his three—year imprison
ment in the Ohio Penitentiary.’
1 Though unauthenticated, it is said ~orter adopted
the pseadonym ~ Henryu both because he ~;ishec to con
ceal his prison identity ama becanse it ~as a na~~~e easily
re1~embered, In 1896 Porter was indicated icr a11ea~ed
erabezulenent of iunds at the bank for ~:hich he had wormed.
his first biographer, U. mlphonso Smith, in his ~en:r
~~aohy, defends him by saying that since the bank mae
loosely run and his loss of a small sun was rather a case
of technical mismanagement than crime, he ulght nave been
acaulttea he he not fled to Honduras. novrever gerald
langiord, iii. his Alias 0. ~hrE, had given convincing
evidences to show that Porter had taken a consider~ole
anount of money from the bank to run his unsuccessful
newspaoer, The Rolling Stones, See also 1, J, Courtney,




During his eight year’s residence in New York, 0,
Henry produced over one hundred and forty stories based on
his observations on the diverse lives of everyday IJew York~
ers, These stories began appearing in popular New York mag~
azines as soon as he arrived, and their flow, rising to a
peak in the three years between 1904 and 1907, never stopped
until his death in 1910, These New York stories were later
reissued in the collected volumes that have ever since
carried 0~ Henry’s fame far beyond the bounds established
by his magazine reputation,1
when 0. Henry first visited Irving Place, he was
reported to have said while standing in front of ~ashington
Irving’s one time dwelling place: “ fellow kinda feels
like wearing his hat in his hand when he stands here, doesn’t
he?”2 If true, this remark illuminates both 0. Henry’s artis~
tic consciousness and his close relaticnship to the creator
of Diedrick Knickerbocker, the short story writer who first
1
The Hew York stories appear in the following col~
lected volumes: The Trimmed Lamp, The Voice of the~
~~xes and Sevens, rli~ig, The Gentle




of Irving Place( New York: H, P. Dutton & Co., mc,, 1936),
p. 121.
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caught the flavor of flew York and who brought to the worldts
attention a new form of fiction developing in America. as
Professor Current-Garcia points out, that the relationship
between Irving and 0. Henry is doubly significant: both
were innovators in a literary form; 1~oth approached and em
ployed the materials they found appropriate of theirs.1 Ear
l~er Irving had s~J.d concerning the colorful, shifting
scenes of life he had seen during his wanderings in search
of literary materials:
I cannot say that I have studied them
with the eyes of a philosopher; but
rather with the sauntering gaze with
wlich humble lovers of the picaresque
stroll from the window of one print-
shop to another; caught sometimes by the
delineations of beauty, sometimes by the
distoration of caricature....aLs it is
the fashion for modern tourists to
travel pencil in hand and bring home
their port—folios filled with sketches,
I am disposed to get up a few for the
entertainment of my friends.’
But for the obvious physical changes of the city caused by
a centuryt s develoizient, 0 • Henry might, says Proifessor
Current-Garcia, have made the same remark at the beginning
of his literary career in New York.
1
Eugene Current-Garcia 0. Henry ( flew York: Twayne
Publishers, Inc., 1965), p. ~5.
2
:~ashington Irving,’ The Authort s account of Himself “
The Sketchbook C New York: The I.Ickillam Company, 1SM), p.k.
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He was to be the literary tourist of
the early twentieth century who cap
tured the beauty and picturesqueness
of his roving eye caught everywhere
in that glamorous metropolis and
who rendered these qualities in
story after story “ by1the distor
tions of caricature.”
As his biographer has truly said:” If ever in American
literature the place and the man met, they met when 0. Henry
strolled for the first time along the streets of New York.”2
He had become a typical New Yorker in its true sense~a
man who came from somewhere else, and who was intent on dis
covering for himself what he called the city’ s soul and
meaning. flew York had eventually become his hunting ground
for his literary materials; and it pleased him to think of
the city in terms of a “ flew Arabian Nights,”—he presented
himself as the Caliph of Bagdad-on-the-Subway, exploring the
magic world of romance.3 In order to get first-hand materials
or inspiration for hâS stories, he would, at any hour of the
day or night,
.walk along the river fronts~ through
what was then known as ~s Kitchen, or
1
Current—Garcia, ov. cit., p. 95.
2
C. Alphonso Smith, 0. Henry Bioq’athv( New York:
Doubleday, Page and Company, 1925j, p. 173.
Van Uyck Brooks,” :~ew York: 0. Henry,” The Confident
Yaarq I Now tnnlr. q P flni-+nn % An Twin ~n~ot
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along the Bowery. Dropping into all
manners of places, he talked to a
diversity of people0 0Restaurants
of all varieties became his favorite
haunts0 He would sit night after night
as an interested spectator, abosrbing
the atmosphere he later used in his
stories, or roam at leisure from cheap
caf~ to saloon and back again, drawing
directly from reality0 1
0. Henry pictured the glittering city as he saw and knew
it, with a zest and interpretative insight that never flagged.
Like a typical local colorist, 0, Henry attempted faith~
fully to capture the very essence of the city which was, to
him,” not merely a collective entity, not merely an indi~
2
viduality; certainly not a municipality: it was a personality.”
It had its ruthless, ironical, sphinx~like face, illegible,
unnatural, glittering, serene and chill, Its charm had lured
thousands and millions of people who “ caine and laid siege
to the heart of the great city of Nanhattan,”3 To O~ Henry,
New York had its particular essence and flavor, The special
charms of other cities, though recognizable,
•40had been to him as a long primer
to read; as country maiden quickly
1
Gerald Langford, ~~as 0, Henr( New York: The i4cMillam
Company, 1957>, p. 113,
2
Smith, ~ p. 227.
3
William Sydney Porter, The Corn lete Works of 0. Henrr
(New York:Doubleday, Page Co., 1953 , p~ 1412, Hitherto
6
to fat]iorsr as ~e~d_Pc~0~
subscription-witn—answer refuses
to solve; as oyster cocktails to
swallow; but here was one as cold,
glittering, serene, impossible as
a four-carat diamond in a window
to a lover outside fingering
damply in his pocket his ribbon-
counter salary.l
This perplexing characteristics of New York, with its thou
sands of beckoning contrarieties, inducements and denials,
0, Henry was to celebrate in story after story—” sometimes
with maudline outright praise, often in the sublter aware
ness revealed in a carelessly turned figure of speech, al
ways with a profound understanding of the price exacted by
such a mistress from the poet who lays siege to her heart,”2
New York of the first decade of the twentieth century
was the major testing ground of the so-called “ The Awkward
Age of Industry.”3 Its turbulent, indestructible spirit
challenged every individual wo meant to seek his fortune
in this great city. It was, said 0. Henry,
.inhabited by 4,000,000 mysterious
strangers....They came here in various




Current-Garcia, ~ p. 96.
3
Rod ~i. Horton and Herbert :1, Ewards, ~ rounds of
american Literar Thou~ht C New York: ~ppleton~Century~Crofts,
Inc., 1952 , p. 142,
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man Jack when he first set foot on
the stones of hanhattan has got to
fight. He has got to fight at once
until either he or his adversary
wins. There is no resting rounds,
for there are no rounds. It is
slugging from the first. It is a
fight to the finish.
Your opponent is the City....It
is the same whether you have a
million in your pocket or only the
price of a week’s lodging....~nd,
Oh, the city is a general in the
ring. yOt only by blows does it
seek to subdue you, It wooes you
to its heart with the subtlety of
a siren. It is combination of Deli~
lah, green Chartreuse, Beethoven,
chloral, and John L, in his best
days.
In other cities you may wander
and abide as a stranger man as long
as you please....But in ~ew York you
must be either a ~ew Yorker or &
invader of a modern Troy, concealed
in the wooden hor~e of your conceited
provincialism.. ,1
0. Henry was fully aware of the impact of the big
city on every individual and he believed that one should
be able to accept the challenge, although he never doubted
that to possess the city’s heart would be an unequal strug~
gle:
The city was like a great river fed by
by hundred alien streams. Each influx
brings strange seeds on its flood,
strange silt and weeds, and now and
then a flower of rare promise. To
contrue this river requires a man
1
Jo~1ç~.,p. l62L~.
who can build dykes against the
overflow, who is a naturalist, a
geologist, a humanita~’ian, a diver,
and a strong swimmer.’
The Yew York of C. Henry’s had its peculiar mystery
too. To penetrate its mystery, one would have to turn bold
adventurer, a prowler by night as well as a part of ( yet
apart from ) “ the drea~y march of the hopeless army of
i~ediocrity,”2 so as not to overlook the myriad meaningful
signs visible everywhere. For in the big city the twin
spirits of romance and adventure are always abroad seeking
worthy wooers. 0. Henry sincerely believed that, for all its
mystery and charms,
The city was a Yuicksand. It shifted its
particles constantly; it has no foundation,
Its upper granules of today were buried
tomorrow in ooze and slime, and mysterious
followed one another closely in a town
there men vanished like the fla~ie of a
candle that has been blown out,~
~.nd to know its worth would require insight and imagination
enough to see beneath its ridiculous sham palaces of
trumpery and tinsel pleasures,’t as Blinker in ~ Brickdust
Row ~‘ suddenly perceives at Coney Island, that “ counter~







temples were,0~deep under the gilt surface they offered
saving and opposite balm and satisfaction to the restless
human heart.~
Hew York during its vocative hours had a civic voice
which was intelligible to O~ Henrys He renders stroy after
story a broad, poetic, and mystic vocalization of the city’s
soul and meaning:
~.the tremendous crash of the chords
of the day’s traffic, the laughter and
music of the night, the solemn tones
of Dr~ Porkhurst, the rag~time, the
weeping, the stealthy hum of cab~
ijheels, the shout of the presz agent,
the tinkle of fountains on the roof~
garde~i3, ~ hullabaloo of the straw~
berry vender and the covers of ~y
davNag~zine, the whisper of the lovers
in the parks~all these sounds must
go into yourLthe city’~Voice—not
combined, but mixed, and of the
mixture an essence made,~~2
0. Henry captured the pecular flavor of the city be~
cause he was able to “ distill the true meaning of the city
from a welter of deceitful immediacies.”3 He did not over~






Gilbert iillstein ~ 0, Henry’s Hew York and Today’s,~
Hew York Times liagazine ~ September 9, 1962 ), p. 134.
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sensitized film of his mental camera, the countless dispar
ate sense impression whose implications he could anickly
synthesize and clarify.”1 He was equally a superb renderer
of the feeling, sight, and smell of his beloved city. For
instance, in summer,
The city seemed stretched on a broiler
directly above the furnaces of Avernus,
There was a kind of tepid gayety afoot
and awheel in the boulevards, mainly
evinced by languid men strolling about
in straw hats and evening clothes, and
rows of idle taxicabs with their flags
up, looking like a blockaded Fourth of
July procession. The hotels kept up a
specious brilliancy and hospitable
outlook, but inside one saw vast empty
caverns, and the footrails at the bars
gleamed brightly from long disacquaintance
with the sole-leather of customers. In
the cross—town streets the steps of the
old brown—stone houses were swarming
with “ stoopers,” that motley race
hailing from skylight room and basement,
bringing out their straw door-step mats
to sit and fill the ~ir with strange
noises and opinions.
and there was the melancholy sight of an army of “ dogmen,’T
emerging daily at twilight from the flat-houses with their
leashed beasts, everyone of them having been “ either cajol
ed, bribed, or commanded by his own particular Circe to take






were the devotees of curiosity, swarming like flies
,,,in a struggling, breathless circle
about the scene of fany]unusual occur
rence.,..They gaze with equal interest
and absorption at a chorus girl or at
a man pàihting s liver pill sign. They
will form as deep as a cordon around
a man ~rith a club foot as they will
around a balked automobile., •They
are optical gluttons...,They gloat and
pore and glare and squint and stare
with their fishy eyes like goggle-
eyed perc~ at the hook baited with
calamity.
The spectacular night-sight overlooking from roof—
gardens belonged to 0, Henry~~ New York alone:
Far below and around lay the city like
a ragged purple dream, The irregular
houses were like the broken exteriors
of cliffs lining deep gulches and
winding streams, Some were mountains;
some lay in long, monotonous rows like
the basalt precipices hanging over
desert canons. Such was the background
of the wonderful, cruel, enchanting,
bewildering, fatal, great city, But
into this background were cut myriads
of brilliant parallelograms and circles
squares through which glowed many
colored lights. And out of the violet
and purple depths ascended like the
city’s soul sounds and odors and thrills
that make the civic body.2






esque city alone: ~‘ the smells of hot asphalt, underground
caverns, gasoline, patchouli, orange peel, sewer gas, Albany
grabs, Egyptian cigaretts, mortar and the undried ink on
newspapers. ~l This was the setting of 0. Henry’s New York
where his four million little people moved, breathed, and
had their being. He looked at !~ew York in a period of violent
change. There was, quite literally, no neighborhood in Ken
hattan with which 0. Henry, a prodigious walker and a nota
ble lounger as well, was not fmn4l~iar at any hour in any sea
son; and no social class whose way of living he could not
understand and reproduce, if he chose, with absolute fidel
ity. “ As became Haroun Alrashchid,” wrote arthur B. flaurice,
“ Porter knew the garish emporiums of upper Broadway and the
grime and dirt and squalor of the low haunts that lined the
Bowery. They held out to him the promise of adventure and
materials.”2 He was the recorder of vignettes of the tumul
tuous New York in the first decade of the century. He was
also the narrator of the life of the great city in the parks
and open squares, the cheap restaurants and bowery haunts,




Robert H. Davis and arthur B. L.aurice, The Calich of
Bazdad( ~w York: I). appleton and Company, 1931), p. 270.
See also Arthur B. Laurice, The New lork of the I!ovelists
rn. Va-tb. flaAoi nnA nnA fltwnannn ~ n-t Ofl ‘)AA
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ia]. flat-dweflers. The poor and the humble, the hobo, the
shop-girl, the clerk and the confidence man, the vagrant
of the park, the bread-liner and the flat dweller—these
were the favorite subjects of his amused and sympathetic
inquiry. till posed a vital, an absorbing interest for him
because they were real, human, and true?
1
Archibald Henderson 0 Henry: A flemorial ssav
( Raleigh,Uorth Carolina: i. 8. t’4utual Publishing eO.,
19o8), p. 27.
CHAPTER II
o • iiziar S ATTITUDE TOWARD THE tORKII’JG CLaSS
By lflO’s the growth of the great American cities had
graduafly changed the character of the country and the peo
ple, and the tone of the rising civilization was less and
less rural and agricultural and more and more urbane and
industrial. New York had become by this time a world me
tropolis, with nearly four million inhabitants. New York,
the restful, sedate, ICnickerbockerish town, seemed very re
mote from the tumultuous city of 0. Henryt s where, as
Parrington puts it, “ the quiet ways of colonial time was
gone, and in their stead was a restless activity that had
no leisure for its pipe and nug in the sleepy tavern. “1The
rapid rise of industry had created a proletariat of ignorant
and often unskifled ~,rorkers dependent for their livelihood
upon the whims of industry. In addition to this group, there
had also developed a large number of petty clerks and office
workers who, like the laborers, possessed little but consti
tuted the largest population in the social scene of ret York,
1
Vernon L. Parrington, ilain Currents in american Thouaht
Vol. II C New York: Harcourt, Brace & :orld, Inc., l~58), p.193.
11.
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the chief repository of the new capitalism. 7ith a touch of
sincere sympathy, 0. Henry depicts the numerous social prob
lems that confront the poor working people in the whirpool
of life in the first decade of the twentieth century.
Of 0. Henry’s New York short stories, there are at
least twenty stories treating the pathetic situations of the
underpaid shop-girls, clerks, starving would-be artists, and
other toilers. Among these characters, 0. Henry’s treatment
of the suffering working class has amounted to a considerable
degree of social protest which is scarcely evident in his
other types of characters. 0. Henry’ s poor, unhappy child
hood, and his life in New York had made him acquainted with
the poor and the dreary circumstances in which the7 were
forced to suffer. With a humanitarian sympathy, 0. Henry
“ cultivated the ‘little’ people of kr. Dooley and of Steven
Crane, shop-girls and casual acquaintances picked up in the
t~ar.”1 Lccording to Smith, it seemed that “ two kinds of the
city’s population, two strata of its society, interested him
(0. HenryJmost: those who were under a strain of some sort
and those who were under a delusion. The first stirred his
sympathy; the second furnish his unending entertainment •
1
Brooks, ov. cit.,p. 277.
2
Smith, cv. cit.,p. 1S4.
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The toiling massess represent to him as most typical phenom
ena of the development of little people who are suffering
constantly from economic distress. 30, that he is to do is
to find a type of the rorki’ig class to represent the whole.
One social type, the one that 0. Henry has almost pre
empted, is the shop-girl. Mr. :icholas V. Lindsay calls him
“ little shop_girlst knight”:
..., amid his pranks so odd
tath something nigh to chivalry he trod—
The fragile drear and driven would defend—.- 2.
The little shop-girls’ knight unto the end....
Uo other american writer has ever so identified himself with
the life problems of the shop-girls in Let; York. in his think
i’ig they were an inseparable part of the large life of the
metropolitan city. They came to ~ew York to find tork be
causo there bras not enough to eat at their homes to go around.
They usually were pretty, active country girls who had no
ambition to go on the stage. They belonged to the class that
he believed as under an economic strain, a victim of the
social condition. hnd his interest in their welfare and syn—
pathy for them grew with his kno’cledge of miserable living
conditions surrounding them.
1
IZicholas V. Lindsay, General ::illiam Booth Enters Into
Heaven, and Othpr Poems( tew tork: The scNillam Company, 1916).
Reprinted in Jilliam oydney rorter, ails and Stravs( flew York;
Doubleday, Page and Company, 1920), p. 170.
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C, Henry defines the shop~g~rl: “ ~e often hear’shop~
girls’ spoken of . No such persons exist, There are girls who
work in shops. They make their living that way. But why turn
their occupation into an adjective? Let us be fair, ‘ie do not
refer to the girls live on Fifth avenue as marriage-girls.”’
He knows that the shop-girl is human, that she is not all
pompadour and chewing gum.
Time and again he depicts the meagre, dreary facts of
her existence which depends solely on her six to eight dollars
per week salary.2 And she lives in furnished skylight room
where other people do not know it when she goes hungry:
Her home is often either a scarcely
habitable tiny room or a domicile
filled to overflowing with kith and
kin. The street corner is her parlor,
the park is her drawing room; the
avenue is her garden walk; yet for
the most part she is an inviolate
mistress of herself in them as is




Stories treating the life problems of the shop-girls
are: “The Skylight Room,” ibid.,pp. 19-24; “ The Coming-out
of Iiaggie,” ~id.,pp. 2~—3~; “ Springtime A La Carte,” ~1d.,
pp. 5~—62; “The Green Door,” ibid.,pp. ~2—~; “ An Unfinished
Story,” ibid.,pp. 72-6; “The Trimmed Lamp,” ibid. ,pp. 13S5—
92; “Brickdust Row,~’ ibid.,pp. 1404—10; “The Purple Dress,”
ibid.,pp. 1424-30; “The Ferry of Fulfilment,” ~id.,pp. 1471-
74; “Elsie in New York,” ~d.,pp. l47~-~3; “The Third Ingre
dient,” ~id.,pp. 6~9-9S; “A Lickpenny Lover,” ibid.,pp. 1261-
3lbid., p.1264.
l~
Given the facts of her living conditions, 0, Henry
begins to imply the possibility of the vulnerability of the
young girl, as a prey of either the wolves of starvation or
those in human form, In the powerful stories, “ Elsie in New
Yor~,” “ The Skylight Room,” “ ~n Unfinished Story,” and
others, he shows the public the danger of her social life,
He was said to have reamrked on one occasion: “ It is not
the salesgirl in the department store who is worth studying,
it is the salesgirl ~ of it, You cann’t get romance over
a counter,”1 In these stories he strikes an unusual strong
note of protest, asking for social justice.
Smith observes that “ these stories are constructive
in aim and are energized by a mingled sympathy and indigna
tion that recall Dickens on every page.”2 In “ Elsie in New
York,” Elsie was only seeking a job, ans she found three,
But at the threshold of each she was met and shooed away by
the agent of some self-styled charitable organizations. “ But
what am I to do?” asks Elsie, The agents had nothing to sug
gest. They knew nothing more than that the places had been
ticketed as potentially bad, And so, poor lsie, a little
“ peacherino ~ who might have had a safely respectable job
I
Davis, on. cit., p. 296.
2
Smith, ~t. ,p, 220.
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but for her” protectors, ‘ winds up as a model whose fate
C 0. Henry assures us by quotihg Dickend ) is to be number
ed among the “Lost, Tour Excellency.” 1 For while Elsie
admires herself in Russian sables, her employer, Otter, is
gleefully reserving a private dining room for two, with
“ the usual brand and the ‘85 Johannisburger with the roast.”2
In this story and others, 0. Henry points out the fact that
the very agencies society creates have done nothing for the
care and protection of the innocent against the pitfalls of
a great city.
The archetype of all these suffering damsels is Dulcie
in “ An Unfinished Story.” t’hat captured the public’s heart
especially in this story vas the grim picture he drew of the
joyless existence of the shop-girl who, on a six dollars a
ireek salary, had to provide for room rent, food, clothes, and
all other needs. That Dulcie managed despite hunger and dep
rivaticn to preserve her chastity by turning dorm a dinner
date nith Piggy 7iggins, the rat( who “was a connoisseur
in starvat±on. He would look at a shop-girl and tell you to






more nourishing than marsa~allo;-s and tea~’~, gave a lift t~
the spirit, even though 0. Henry Jhserved ominously that on
another day, while starving to death and feeling Io~ elier,
she i~ight not be so resolute. The cruel fact that decent
norking girls, because of underpa~r, should buffer from mal
nutrition or the menece of lObt virginity infuriates him,
he ends the story ~~ith an ironic t~ist:
I dreamed that I was standing near a
crowd of pr~erous—looking angels, and
a ocliceman took iie th~ ~‘iimg and
asked if I belonged with them, ~ ~‘ho
are they?” I asked. ?‘ Jh~r,” said he,
TI they are the men who hired ~ orking
girls and paid them dime or six dol
lars a week to live on, ~re :Tou ore
of the bunch?”
“ hot on your imniortality, said I.
I’m only a fellow that set fire on
an orphan asylum, and murdered a biimd
man for his pennies.”2
~ll of 0. Henry’s v~orking girls suffer the same lot
as Ilsie and Dulcie. One of his contemporary reviewers said
of the sketches of the life of the shop—girls:” They are
like Dickens in being quite open to sentiment, but they are
eritirePr like ‘0. Henry’ in that they mirror he ~i hcrk in the
receptive eye of a contemporary journalist, ~chO fuses his
observation with something quite his oc~n,”3 In the city of
~bid.,p.74,
~bid.,p. 76.
3Mary Moss “Review of The Four Milliofl,” The :tlantic
- p
~~thl i. ~anuary, ~9O7 ;, p. l2o,
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New York, 0, Henry saw the pathos of the daily struggle of
those whose margin is small, who live on the seacoast of
insecurity; and he wrote in consequence of their few pleas~
ures, of their loneliness and. temptations, sometimes over~
come and sometimes submerging them, and finally but not
often of the suicide which put an erd to all struggle too
bitter to be ‘orne, Out of this sincere sympathy comes an
instinctive sense of justice uhich is recurrent in his treat~
ment of the underpaid ~iorking class0 President Theodore
Roosevelt was said to have remarked some years after 0, Henryt ~
death: ~ It w~s 0. Henry who started me on my campaign for
office girls.”1
C, ~enry’s treatment of the patheticall’- futile lives
of striviug but untalented artists~ writers, and other show
people covers another fairly extensive group of the working
population. Ne usually presents them in a nicely balanced
tone of mingled irony, pathos, and humor, in some stories
the tone strikes a deep note, the laughter shading off into
sighs and sadness and even despair0 Two stories, ‘~ Service
of Love” and “The Last Leaf,” rely on the sacrificial theme
for their effect, “~ Service of Love” tells of an earnest
young pair of art students, Joe and Delia Larrabee, he a
painter and she a musician, who bolster each other’s courage
~ Feburarv, 1923. ~uoted in Langford’s alias
Q~en~, p. i7~.
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“hen their funds run out by pretending to ha7e a steady in
come trot their professional sflfls; it turns out that she
hac ben iro’,ing rhirts in a laundry while ie has titer firing
the furnace in the same building? “The Last Leaf” has been
a universal favorite despite its glaring Laplaubitilit;. It
tells the pathetic stor, of kindly old Behrnan, the artist
nancu~, rho gives ap his life painting his oLly one master
piece.e.tie last leaf on an outdoor vino—in order to re
store a Jying young fer.e.le artist’s tiill to live.2 The
gloomiest story of t?is group is to bo fotad in “The ur—
tished Room’ tJ’ich deals ~dth the ther.e of !ouble suic±de,
the tragic fate of the innocent, desperate chow-girl and
her old cotntr’ lover.3 0. Henry’s attitude toward the pa
thetic and tra6io struggle of the artists and shonpeop:L
ro iøals the same sympathetLc attitude airearty found in his
treat’rzent of the shop-gi..’l, He saw the honost, btriving
~oxting people victimized by the sordidness and brutality





2 tid. ,pp. 1455—59.
3 Ibid.,p.. 189—93.
Ses also ‘The Ziomento,” ibi4.,pp. 13fl—64;’Dxtradited
trot Bnheaia,” £$d.,pp. 1345-52;”Plutcnian Fire,” i1~.d.,
pp. 95-103; “The Poet and The Peasant,” ibid. ,pp. 1517—fl.
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On the other hand, 0, Henry also wrote quite a few
whimsical stories about shoa reople and financially suf~
ficient workers.1 The nature of these stories is never subtle
or significant. I~ is always light and beguiling. It reveals
the fact that 0. Henry was an entertainer bent only on
amusing and surprising his reader, These stories have caused
Fred 1. Pattee to label his work as “ literary vaudeville,
brilliant, highly anusing, and yet vaudeville,”2
There are still a few sfories dealing mith the inner
circle of 0, Henry’s literary acquaintances and detective
fr±ends/ He always holds then up for ridicule,and usually
the plots are 2ar~fetched and the tone satirical, In other
words, these stories are rather humorous and satirical, but
reflect nothing of his social attitudes.
‘Stories belonging to this group are:”hathskeller~and
the hose,?t ibid.,pp. 1333—37;”The Song and the sergeant,”
ibid.,pp. l~93;’~trictly Business,” ibid. ,pp. lL~4-93;
“From the Cabby’s Seat,” ~id.,pp. 6~72;”The Romance of
a Busy Broker,” ibid.,pp. C5~;”Vitches’ Loaves,~ ~id.,
~p. ~24~27;”heiaesis and the Candy han,” ~id.,pp. l3OI~;
“The Badge of Policeman O’Roon,” ~d.,pp. l4Ol~4;~ The
Lost Blend,”~ l433~36.
2Fred L, Patt~e,”The Short Story,’> Chap, VI in Vol.11
of The CanbrideHistorr of ~erican Literature, ed, hilliam
Peterfield Trent, et. al,(he~ york:The hci~illam Conrany, 1933),
p. 39k.
3Stories belonging to this category are:”Calloway’s Code,”
ibid.,pp. ll2l~26;”~ Sacrifice Hit,” ibj~.,pp, ll7O~73;”The
Foreign Policy of Company 99,>’ ~id.,po. lL,~28~32; “The Sleuths,”
ibid.,pp. ~20~24;”The ~dventur~s of Shamrock Johnes,” ibid.,
pp. 90L~; and “Tommy’s Burglar,” ibid., pp. 1201—5,
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O~ Henry’s dexterity in sketching the harried existence
of the working class produces the desired effect—a faint
stirring of the emotion to laughter or tears—without dis~
turbing unduly the reader’ s basic ecuanimity. His stories
of the working people are filled with the tragic~comedy of
life much as it ap~eored n Dickens’ London stories~ To him,
the social problem confronted by each type of the working
class is always a reflection of the circumstance in which
they have to endures A jruwnalist and always a Romanticist
at heart, he would convert the social problem of these
little people into either a delightful farce, a touching
little love story, or a shocking reversal of fortune~ He
u~gnified their drab existence into great joy, keeping the
psychological realities lar~ely true~ ~ critic said that
O~ Henry ~rote many imoossible stories~ Dut they were
imoossible stories ebout poscible peotle, whercas the
ordinar; pooduct of the ~agazine toda~ is impossible stories
about impossible people.~
O~ Henry’s stories about the working class have been
liked and admired by the awakening Russians ev~r since l923~
1
Pation,” The ~ateri~ls of Romance,” June 9, l9lO~
pp~ 577
Ribert Ferry said of C, Henryts unusual popularity in Russia:
~e must look to that stage of transition
through which Russia is laboring at the
present tine, The Russia of dorkyTs
shiftless barefoot is slowly awakening
to a feverish tomorrow. Industries,
skyscrapers—tha life of great cities
is da~n~ing upon rural Russia, which
once ~n~ew little and oared less for
the ~orld that In— beyona the bounds
of its wheat fialds. Russians see mir
rored in U. Henry’s tales their oun 1
resterdav and tomorrow—all at once,
in this period of great enthusiasm for social~ reform, critics
hare all attempted to pay close attentior to the social
iraplication~ in C, H~nry’~ stories of the ~orking people~ it
is true that his stories frec~uently touched upon situations
of pathos, that he often concentrated on small tragedies in
the lives of shop~girls, striving artists and other toilers,
and that he shows sincere symoathy for poor and obscure
individuals caught in the web 0f adverse economic circum
stances. On the whole, it is easy to read a note of social
protest into hi~ stories, imilied, if not outright one, as
indicated in this recent criticism from a Russian writer:
He gave a general idea of the obsurdity
of the system under which dire poverty
was the source of the acassing of fan~
tastic wealth, and under which the rich
became slaves of their millions and lost
all human semblance, For 0. Henry they
albert Perry,” 0, Henry Invades Russia,~’ Lentor, Lay,
1927, pp. 38-9,
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are leeches who sucked their capital
out of the poor, to whom they paid a
pittance so that they might keep body
and soul together and help the rich
make their millionsJ
Another Russian critic said that 0, Henry had possessed a
“ firm belief in man, in the tremendous power of the human
will,” and his chief goal was the I? exposure of bourgeois
individualism.
However, to assess 0. Henry’s attitude toward the
working class in terms of the Russian views is to endow him
with philosophic views which he hardly possessed. Current~
Garcia maintains that 0, Henry is “ neither Realist nor
Naturalist in outlook. Though sincerely humanitarian in his
sympathy for the underdog, his view of the human predicament
is consistently that of the Romanticist.”3 Langford also
finds it hard to credit 0, Henry as a social critic:
His half~dozen Jewish characters, for
example, are superficial types, revealing
no serious interest in the impact which
New York had on the Jewish immigrants.
Nor does he show an interest in one of
the crucial issues of his day, the grow~
ing fight between capital and labor.
Aside from his sentimental and somewhat
a-Roman Smarin, “ 0, Henry~A Really Remarkable Writer,”
Th~vietRevie~, December, 1962, p. 57.
2Deming Brown, Sovie~~ttitude toward American Writin
( Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, l9b2),
p. 23Lk,
3Current~Garcia, ~ p. 9~.
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ambivalent concern for the underpaid
shop~girl, Porter’s interest in New
York was that of the perennial
tourist
0. Henry was never a thorough social critic, Neverthe~
less, he surely had a strong social consciousness, He was
aware of the new social spirit of the period which motivates
the quest for social justice. His stories, dramatizing so
glaringly the contrast between the millionaire’s world of
values and the shop~girl’s, tell us much about the taste of
a period just becoming aware of the hardening class structure
which burgeoning industrial era had imposed upon a democratic
society. His sympathetic portrayal of the working girls’ hard
lot was a new thing drawing enthusiastic response chiefly be~
cause it was so accurate in minute details. Thus, however
far-fetched the Cinderalla motif woven about the lives of the
working girls and striving artists, there was underlying his
depiction of their predicaments a firm basis of truth which
the public sensed and approved.
1
Langford, pj~çt., pp. 2l~l9
CHAPTER III
0. HENRY’ S ATTITUDE TOWARD THE PROBLEM OP
ECONOMIC DISPARITY
In order to underscore an accurate, Impartial view
of 0. Henry’s attitude toward the economic problem of his ,
day, it is, of course, necessary to explore further in this
chapter his fundamental idea of the social life of the rich
and the poor. This may be done through an analysis of 0.
Henry’s New York stories, which treat specifically various
anecdotes of the multi-millionaire Caliph, the unemployed
and underprivileged, and society’ s cast-offs.
The general social scene of the first decade of this
century, despite its sentimental optimism, was hardly tran
quil. The rapid rise of the industrial order had resulted in
many inequalities and had set up many economic situations
that threatened to lead the country into disaster. To the
people at large, the whole scale of values underwent a
transfonuat ion, and an entire nation danced to the tunes of
the Pied Pipers of financial success. The Pisks, (loulds,
Carnegies, Rockefellers, and Vanderbilts became folk heroes,
symbols of the highest potential of individual enterprise in
28
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a democratic society0 In contrast with these financial wiz
ards, there were also on the social scene millions of little
people who found themselves caught in the web of economic
circumst&rnces,1 With a great-hearted s~~pathy born of the
imowledge of the plight of the underdog and some under
standing of the extravagance of the wealthy, 0. Henry was
to give his readers various accounts of the fortunes of the
rich and the poor alike, which have been taken as historically
valuable materials of the under-dog literature,2 One of 0.
Henry’s contemporary reviewers said:
The range of his humorous sympathy is
sufficiently broad to include certain
members of the Four Hundred in his
present studies of the Four Million0
But his interests are with the prole—
tariat( if we have such a thing),
rather than the elect.,,,He seems
to find something peculiarly typical
of New York life in the formula of
ignorance, sophistication, and compla
cency which all of his “salesladies”
have in common0 These are qualities as
conspicuous as any, in the mass of our
four million, What the newsboy is the
shopgirl is; and as like as not, the
thriving mçrchant and the Wall Street
broker,,, ~
I
Horton and Ewards,~ 14.9-94,
2




Nation,” Review of ~ eTr~edLarn ,“July 4, 1907, p.16,
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Against all this knowingness appears 0. Henry’s social atti
tude toward the problem of economic disparity of his time.
While portraying the horrors and pinched existence
endured by his underpaid shopgirls, clerks, and other working
people, 0. Henry does occasionally condemns in sweepingly
Dickensian general terms the tight-fisted employers who keep
them economically depressed. Occasionally too he chides the
idle rich, through irony and understatement, for having so
much to waste while others have so little to live on. Yet,,
whenever he depicts the rich themselves in his stories, he
generally presents them in tolerant, even affectionate terms.
Like the general h~mianity, 0. Henry liked money, and was sure
of its power and advantages, as old Anthony Rockwell in
“Mansion and the Archer” says:
I bet my money on money every time. I’ve
been through the encyclopedia down to -I
looking for something you can’t buy with
it; and I expect to have.to take up the
appendix next week. I’m for money against
the field.1Tell me something that money
won’t buy.
Old Rockwell, the retired soap manufacturer is the epitome
of 0. Henry’s type of the self-made American business tycoon:
he knows that money talks, even in affairs of the heart; and
he proves it to his own satisfaction by purchasing a custom
1
Works, p. 54. See also Williams, OD. cit.,pp.205—40.
made midtown traffic jam so that his son may have enough time
to propose to the girl he wants to marry before she can slip
away to Europe.’ Even in the society of the rich there is
also the existence of the social barrier between the nouveaux
riche and the so-called aristocrat. The former usually sneers
at the Bnobbishness of the aristocratic way of life; whereas
the latter will do anything but take the business tycoon as
his social equal, The existence of this social barrier is
reflected in Old Rockwell’s sarcastic comment on the snobbish
neighbor of his.
“ Stuck-up statuette of nothing doing 1”
commented the ex-Soap Kings” The Eden
Muss~’ll get that old frozen Nesselrode
yet if he don’t watch out, I’ll have
this house painted red, white, and blue
next summer and see if that’ll make his
Dutch nose turn up any higher~2
Likewise, Sammy Brown, the well-off business in “ Roses, Ruses
and Romance” could not convince his girl friend’s aristocratic
family to consent to his proposal of marriage,3
0. Henry believes that the rich are not brutes; they are








their generosity might be different. Old Jacob Spraggins, the
multi~millionaire caliph in “ A Night in New Arbia,” attempted
to alleviate his conscience by donating large sums to col~
leges and charitable organizations until he, grew tired of
trying to buy his way into heaven and decided to concentrate
I
his attention and his wealth to his infant grandson. The
satirical allusions 0. Henry makes in the opening passages
of this story to “ the powerful genie Roc—Ef~El~Er who sent
the Forty Thieves to soak up the oil plant of Ali~Baba; of
the good Caliph Kar~Neg~Ghe, who gave away palaces;... of
Aladdin’s rise to wealth by means of his wonderfi~ Gas~
2
meter,” though mildly critical of America’s wealthiest few,
are anything but hostile or scornful in tone. In one sense,
0, Henry implies jokingly that philanthropic millionaires
in New York are stumbling over one another in their quest
for the wrecked unfortunate whom they outnumber, and on whom
they might shower their unbridled generosity.
“ The Social Triangle,” the image of the generous
caliph and the idea of economic disparity are distinctly
brought out, It is the story of the little East Side tailor






shairing hands with the district leader who achieves the hon
or of shfling hands in a Broadway restaurant with Van Duy
clink, an octopus and social reformer who, in turn, breaks
the monotony of existence by going down to the wretched,
poverty-stricken East Side and shaking hands with the little
tailor apprentice, who appeared to the octopus to “ epitomize
1
its degradation, squalor and infelicity.” “ I want to know
your people,” said the caliph sincerely,” I am to help you
as much as I can. We shall be friends.” As to the question
of poverty, he said
The question is a large one and belongs
to society. But even individual effort
is not thrown away...On this street I
have arranged to build soup kitchens,
where no one who is hungry will be
turned away and down this other street
are the old buildings that I shall
cause to be torn down and there erect
others in place o& those death-traps of
fire and disease.
Again there is Carson Chalmers, the wealthy, troubled
hero in “ A Madison Square Arabian Night” who sends his
butler out on a cold January night to fetch him a dinner
guest at random from among a row of homeless men he saw






in be reasonably clean, And when the contumelious guest,
Sherrard Plumer, cynically assumes that his host will want
to hear his life story in exchange for the free meal(” Catch
anybody in New York giving you something for nothing0 They
spell curiosity and charity with the same set of building
1
blocks,”) Chalmer~s graciously reassures Plumer that he has
no intention to pry into his guest’s past history, Here
again, although satirical criticism of the capitalistic
syatem is implied both in the butle7~ explanation of the
meaning of the bread line and in Plumer’s condemnation of
New York’s many cheap Haroun al Raschids, Chalmer himself
is depicted as a person of sensitivity and charm, not as a
great malefactor of great wealth,2
It is true that 0. Henry romanticizes the rich, He
gives the impression through those he selects ~o represent
the wealthy that money is a good thing to have if only one
knows how to enjoy spending it—that is, like a wise caliph0




Other stories ~reating the same theme but with var
iations of plots are:’ What You Want,” Ibid. ,pp. 1627—31;
“ Compliments of the Season,” ~id.,pp. l575~~2; “ Schools
and Schools,” ~ pp. 707—15,
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broad tents.
Considering men in relation to money,
there are three kinds whom 1 dislike:
men who have more money than they
can spend; men who have more money
than they do spend; and men who spend
more money than they have. Of the three
varieties, I believe J have the least
liking for the first4’
Perhaps the least agreeable character is the notorious
Mrs. Maggie Brown in “ The Enchanted Profile * who was’ worth
overt 40,000,000, but fainted over a dinner bill of $ 6oo.
She then decided to move to a one-room boarding-house, “ do
ing stunts over a one burner gas—stove.”2 There is too the
calculating landlord of the Beersheba flats in “ The City
of Dre~adfuJr Night “ who. would do nothing to improve the
unwholesome living conditions of the flats:
We lived like one big family together.
And ‘when the hot nights came along we
kept a line of children reaching from
the front door to Kelly’s on the cor
ner, passing along the cans~ of beer
from one to another without the
trouble of running after it.. And with
no more clothing on than is provided
for in the statutes, sitting in all
the windies, with a cool growler in
every one, and your feet out in the
air, and the Rosenstein girls sing
ing on the fire—escape of the sixth






going in the eighth, and the ladies
calling each other synonyms out the
windies....1
During the summer the tenants could not stand the burning
heat of dwellings of brick and stone and were forced to
sleep in the park every night. When informed that the people
were his tenants, the man said,” God bless the grass and the
trees that give extra benefits to a man’s tenants. The rents
shall be raised fifteen per cent. Tomorrow.”2 With only a
few exceptions of miserly characters, the rich who do figure
prominently in 0. Henry’s stories are invariably open handed,
magnanimous, and sympathetic. They “ fulfill their role of
~~seoblie like knights and ladies in the Morte d’Arthur,’~3
Throughout these romantic tales of the affluent caliphs,
0, Henry insinuates the belief of the moral responsibility on
the part of the business tycoons to do something for those
whom they or their parents have exploited. Young or old, 0.
Henry’s opulent heroes, however blinded their riches may
have made them toward the suffering of the poor, miraculously
see the light at the touch of a magic wand, and promptly
start trying, successful or not, to repay their debt to
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story of the penitent offspring of an octopus0 Dan Kin—
solving, idealistic young heir to a huge flour fortune piled
up by his late father, who had cornered the wheat market and
raised the price of bread, seeks to restore his ill-gotton
inheritance to all the little people caught in this monop
olistic squeeze0 His friend, Kanaritze, a socialistic watch
maker, proves to him the impossibility of restitution, no
matter how much wealth he might have, because during the
five years he was in college and abroad, numerous indi
vidualst lives were wrecked, Take the Boyne’s family for an
instance. Boyne’s bakery had had to close down in bankruptcy;
Boyne had died in an insane asylum after setting fire to the
building; his son had turned criminal, and was accused of mur
der; and his pretty daughter, Mary, has had to slave away
sewing shirts to pay off legal fees. ~hen he introduces Dan
to her, she angrily shows Dan the door; yet within two months,
meeting her again in a neighborhood bakery, he learns that
she is no longer Miss Boyne but Mrs. Kinsolving.1
A more fundamental implication in many 0, Henry’s
stories, however, may be expressed by the romantic cliche:
Money isn’t everything. This theme receives a thorough work—
1
Ibid. ,pp. l533-3’~. The tame’.~theme is also appeared in
“ Sociology in Serge and Straw” in which 0. Henry employs
‘!~the prince and the pauper” motif. Ibid.,pp. ll3~-45,
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ing over in virtually many stories in which money, as a
symbol of desirability in life, is set in the scales against
other less tangible things. In “ The Discounter of Money,”
kindness and thoughtfulness toward the unfortunate brings
the heart’ s desire to young millionaire Howards Pilkins,
but only after his assumption that the chanting but impov
erished Alice von der Ruysling would acbept his proposal for
the advantages of his money has almost killed his chances?
In “ A Ramble in Aphesia” it is the desire to kick off the
shackles of convention, to live a carefree life, if only for
a short while • 2 Other stories playing upon the same theme but
with a variation of plot can be seen in “ One Thousand Dol
lars,”3 “ The Shock of Doom,”4 “ The Pool Killer,”5 “ ~‘rom















“ The Fifth ~eel.” 1
If New York was a city of too many caliphs, it was too
a city ridden with disturbing social ills, with derelicts
plotting or starving o~i park benches,2 0. Henry dramatizes
the fact of economic disparity by constantly contrasting the
social life of the rich and the poor. For the people with
money, midnight might mean a caf~, the marb1e~topped tables,
the gay company, the ladies dressed in demi~state toilets,
speaking in an exquisite visible chorus of taste, opulence
on art, the m~lange of talk and laughter. For the under~
privileged, life meant quite a different thing. There was
the pathetic daily struggle of the workers whose margin was
small, and who lived either in shabby boarding house~s o~ in
East Side slums, while dreaming of a bungalow on the shore
of Long Island or a nice home in Flatbush. There were the
hopeless tramps using’ the public parks for their .private
apartments and the gentle grafters who lived solely on their
wits.
0, Henry’s wanderings and prison experience had made




~ “ The City of Too Many Caliohs,”
September, 1920, pp. 756~6l,
L1~O
stories of the convicts and their ethical codes.konsequently,
he wrote auite a few symoathetic stories about society1s cast~
offs. In “ The Caliph, Cupid, and the Clock,~’ there is Dopey
i’ake, a oark bum for twenty rears, whose pipe dreams trans~
form him into “ Prince Lichael of the mectorate of Vale~
luna,’ and who serves in this guise to reunite two lovers,2
In ‘ P~ccording to Their Lights” 0, Henry doubles the pathos
by presenting two derelicts, £‘!urray and Captain Laroney, a
dismissed police officer, starving together on a park bench.
Though neither has been able to get a free meal, the Captain
does get an opportunity to earn a large brib~ for testifying
acainst his for~ier superior; and when he refuses to accept
it, Lurray scoffs at his naivet~, Yet, as they shuffle off
toward the bread line, Lurray also refuses to compromise his
principles; for, when an old acouaintance recognizes and
informs him that his rich uncle will take him back if he
agrees to marry a certain heiress, he turns the offer flat.3
In these stories 0, ~ always skilfully applies the
1
~l lan Jennings, o~ ~e Shado3~~ith 0, H enr’






theme of appearance versus reality. For him the grimness of
life can be mitigated if one can take a flight, however absurd
or unwise, in one’s own imagination. So the hard-muscled ~
tramp in “ The Higher Pragmatism” lolling on a park bench has
a lesson to impart of wisdom and courage if one have patience
to listen to his story of conquered fear and to apply his
experience to one’s own problem of frustrated courtship?
Again, Stuffy Pete in “ Two Thanksgiving Gentlemen,” the
Union Square bum, though already bursting from one Thanks
giving Day meal, must take another so as not to disappoint
an elderly long standing benefactor who turns out to suffer
from starvation himself.2 Soapy, the Madison Square bum,
tries desperately to get himself arrested so that he can
find his winter quarters. He breaks the law in many ways
not appropriate to his character, so he goes unobserved, to
his great disappointment; he achieves his desire for a
comfortable cell on Blackwell’ s Island only when the police,
man turns him in for loitering outside a church, listening








Irony is the tool enabling O~ Henry to switch from
pathos to humor and back again to pathos, To him, the bums
represent the sigular, pathetic spectacle of the development
of a capitalistic society, They are a motley lot,
The men with stolid, animal, unshaven
faces; the women wriggling and self-
conscious, twining and untwining their
feet that hung ffur inches above the
gravelled walks,
Unemployment, the loss of one’s fortune, or some other rea
sons may cause one to be a park bum, Usually they stumble
into the mire through unworthy desires, dead hopes, wrecked
faculties, and base motives, Society has done nothing or has
not done enough to get rid of this living rebuke.
Gangsters and confidencemen form another type of hu—
manity~ Lowly as they are, they have their own social stand
ards which may not be like those of the respectable. In
“ Vanity and Some Sables,” for example, there is “ Kid” Brady,
member of a tough gang of hoodlums and pickpockets from Hell’s
Kitchen, At his girl Molly ‘s urging, the “ Kid IT promises
to go straight, works steadily for eight months, and then
gives her an expansive set of furs, which he says were not




and “ Kid “ are picked up anyway on suspicion of a theft of
furs from his employer, they escape arrest because her furs
turn out to be cheap imitation costing only 2L50; but “ Kid”
angrily confesses that he would rather have spent six months
in jail than admit he could afford so little for fake Russian
sables$
0. Henry’s derelicts are always amusing rogues whose
lineage goes back to Robin Hood02 One almost sympathizes with
them, for “ they are not wicked, but only shrewd and very
human,”3
1? Me and Pick ain’t Wall Streeters like
you know’em,” said Andy Tucker, the gentle
grafter, “ ~e never allowed to swindle sick
old women and working girls and take nickles
off kids. In the lines of graft we’ve worked
~e took money from the people the Lord made
to be buncoed~sports and rounderd and
smart clerks and street crowds, that always
have a few dollars to throw away, and farm~
ers that wouldn’t ever be happy if the
grafters didn’t come around and play with
1
Ibid,,pp. l4l5~l9, Qf, “ The Assessor of Success,”
ibid. ,pp. l39l~96;” No Story,” ibi~.,pp. 773~8O; “ After
Twenty Years,” ibid.,pp. ~~93; “Past One at Rooney’s~”
ibid. ,pp. l6O4~l4,
2
Stories treating the dealings of the grafters and
other law breakers are:”Innocents of Broadway,” ibid,,pp.
3O5~l5;”The Man Higher Up,” ibid.,pp. 3l5~2L~;”A Tempered
Wind,” ibid. ,pp. 32L~37; “ Makes the Whole World Kin,”
ibid. ,pp, ~47~5O;” The Marionettes,” ibid. ,pp. 973~3;
“ The Gifi and the Graft,” ibid. ,pp. l523~29.
3
Hyder B, Rollins,” 0. Henry,” Sewanee Rev~, Vol,XXII
(April, l9l)~), 221.
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‘em when they sold crops. We never
cared to fish for the kind of sucker
that bite here. No, sir, we got too
much respect for the profession and
ourselves....
The dregs of humanity are treated with a sympathetic under
standing, and 0. Henry has made no attempt to give moral
evaluation of their dealings. 0. Henry’ s sympathetic attitude
toward society’s cast-offs has caused Pattee to call him “ an
immoral writer•“
...immoral not because he presented
vulgarly picaresque material or be
cause herecorded the success of
villainy; immoral because he spa
pathized with his law-breakers and
bandits, laughed at their crimes
and commended tj~eir philosophy o
the underworld.’
Rollins holds that, to 0. Henry, “ the world is not a phil
anthropic institution. 1t is a place where the fittest sum’
vive, and where the sillj goose is picked.”3
The implication that 0. Henry—along with Steinback,
Hemingway, and Mark Twain—deseryes honor mainly as a bitter
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be taken too seriously. It is true that he did see the pa~
thetic facts of economic disparity between the wealthy and
the lowly, and that the amassing of tremendous private for~
tunes had created many social problems which were too serious
to be ignored, According to 0, Henry, social reform was to
depend upon the government, and every member of society, not
solely upon a few charitable caliphs. 0. Henry was a true
American democrat for whom the lowly and the millionaires
were equally fascinating:
I see millionaires eatin’ popcorn
and trampin’ along with the crowd;
and I see eight—dollar~a~week clothinL
store clerks in red automobile fightin’
one another for who squeeze1 the horn
when they come to a corner.
0, Henry had no socialistic views to expound, for
“ although he was clearly a friend of the friendless and
the poor, ~both in real life and in his fiction he was cer~
tainly no public avowed enemy of the rich,”2 Another critic
says that 0, Henry “ does not curse the ‘kingdom of the dol~
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did not wear the whole mantle of social critic, but he bore
at least one of the sleeves,
He knew that the things most feverishly
sought were money and caste and that in
the seeking the small and weak were
trampled underfoot: his sympathy for
them, for the shopgirls and the clerks
who scrimped and loved and renounced
and smiled through tears, and while he
never tipped his hand at this point
his interest in these little people
was an indirect and often unnoticed
index to a social critique which set
an example for Damon Ruriyon who like-~
wise wrote with a blend of fun and
affection, and for Ring Lardner, who
wrote with a despair too deep for
indifference,” The Gift of the Magi,”
“The Cop and the Anthem,” ?T An Un~
finished Story,” are not mere indul~
gences in sentimentality or mild
farce; they are also comments upon
poverty and oppression ~nd ideals
pitifully kept or lost,-’-
Out of this awareness of economic disparity and his sympathy
for the lowly, he formulated his own philosophy:
IViy purpose is to show that in every
human heart there is an innate tend~
ency towards a respectable life; that
even those who have fallen to the
lowest depths in the social scale would,
if they could, get back to the higher
life; that the innate propensity of
human nature is to choose the good
instead of the bad,2
The romantic belief in man’s essential goodness was held
1
Grant C, Knight,~
ture( Chapel Hill, North Carolina:The University Press,l954),
p~ 1)5,
2
Quoted in Rollins’ article, ~ p, 227,
va1id~ There was still hope( or at least the habit ) of
reconciling romantic and realistic attitudes, and it gave
him a relief to think that only the economic system could
be blamed for the existence of social ills.
CHAPTER IV
0. HENRY’S ATTITUDE TOWARD DONESTIC LIFE
In the preceeding chapters the writer has analyzed
several phases of 0, Henry’s social attitudes in terms of
his impressions of New York, his treatment of the working
class, and his attitude toward the problem of economic
disparity0 In this chapter the writer would like to explore
another interesting phase of 0, Henry’s social attitude,that
is, his attitude toward domestic life.
0, Henry’s most characteristic vein was opened with
The Four Million( 1906 ), made up ~f short stories that
intend to reveal the domestic tragedy or the unsuspected
romance in the humdrum lives of the little people living in
1New iork, “ You I~ow,” 0. Henry was said to have remarked,
“ they call the upper crust of this town ‘ The Four Hundred,’
and us poor common devils are counted out except to the
census man. I never write stories of the ‘Four Hundred’; all
of them are about just folks, like you and me and the other
1
Stories treating the domestic life are scattered in




four million of me.’~ To h~n, human nature is basically the
same and everybody shares some of the basic domestic felicity
or problems, with some variations, of course,
“ I would like to live a lifetime in each street in New
York. Every house has a drama in it,” 0. Henry is reported to
have said on one occasion,2 It is drama in the sense of domes~
tic tragedy or comedy. 0~ Henry seems to feel that New York~
ers’ family lives are almost invariably conditioned by their
economic situations and by the ~ad milieu of the dynamic
city. With this view in mind, he sets forth to dramatize
the domestic life of the four million.
In a family with pitiable income, domestic happiness
is built, 0, Henry affirms, upon the basis of mutual self~
sacrifice between husband and wife, and the existence of
filial affection, Unselfish love will be able to brighten
the horizon of life, regardless of the attendant difficulties
or distractions, This is the idea repeatedly implied in his
treatment of domestic affairs, If such love is present, life
can be a great adventure transcending all drabness; if it is
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0, Henry wrote few vignettes of the whirligig of
fortune, of the sad drama of domestic life that have a
universal appeal in tenderness as” The Gift of Magi~”1
It is a tender and compelling story of two young couples
who live on twenty dollars a week and who give their rnost
cherished possessions—Della her raven hair and Jim his
grandfather’s watch—in order that they may buy a Christmas
present for each other, Then when Jim buys the hair combs
and Della the glorious watch fob, neither of which can be
used, the story closes:
The magi, as you Irnow, were wise men—
wonderfully wise men—who brought gifts
to the Babe in the manger. They invented
the art of giving Christmas presents.
Being wise, their gifts were no doubt
wise ones, possibly bearing the privilege
of exchange in case of duplication~ And
here I have lamely related to you the
uneventful chronicle of two foolish
children in a flat who most unwisely
sacrificed for each the greatest
treasures of their houses But in a last
word to the wise of these days let it
be said that of all who give gifts
these two were the wisest, Of all
who give and receive gifts, such
as they are wisest, Everywhere they






0. Henry does not hesitate to repeat the same theme in
some of his stories, For example, “ A Service of Love “
strikes the same note of mutual sacrifice with touching
reality that sounds through “ The Gift of Magi.~ He also
reassures the reader that love is the most important thing
in one’s married life,
Capitalize it.,.The scent of the flowers,
the booty of the bee, the primal dip of
spring waters, the overture of the lark,
the twist of lemon peel on the cocktail
of creation~such is the bride, Holy is
the wife; revered the mother;...but the
bride is the certified check among the
wedding presents that the gods send in
when man is married to mortality.2
So again, in the autobiographical tale, “ Let Me Feel Your
Pulse,~ 0, Henry implies that the only cure he knows for
human illness lies in the imaginative realm of love; for the
magic plant they sought together was amaryllis, symbol of
love and poetic relief since the days of Theocritius,
What rest more remedial than sit with
Amaryllis in the shade, and with a sixth
sense, read the wordless Theocritan idyle
of the gold-bannered blue mountains









Van Wyck Brooks has made a point, saying that 0, Henry
shares Dickens’ vision of a happy domesticity.’ In “ The Day
Resurgent,” Danny HcCree is the ornery bread~earner of the
entire family ever since the unfortunate accident causing the
blindness of his father, Caught in the Easter spirit, Danny
suddenly realizes his importance to his father. He then
resolves to spend part of his time, amusing his old parents,
and reading to his blind father the story of Hippopotamus
which he discontinued to read a year ago.2
Despite the fact that 0. Henry had married twice, for
the most part of his life, he lived a life of a “ sentiment~
bachelor”~his first wife, Athol Porter, died young, and his
second marriage with his childhood sweetheart, Riss Sara
Lindsay Coleman, proved anything but successful in his last
years. And during his eight rears residence in New York, he
lived in furnished rooms, with but a small circle of editor
friends around him, In his treatment of domestic life, he
was never able to penetrate the psychological complexities
of married life; however, he had known enough the pathetic
facts of the flat~dwellers who were constantly caught in
1
Brooks , oo,__cit. ,p. 2F~l,
Ibid., p. l50~,
3
Langford, ~ p. 196
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the web of economic distress, and to 4pm life was but a sad
routine.
“ There is a saying that no man has tasted the full
flavor of life until he has Imown poverty, love and war...,
The three conditions embrace about all there is in life
worth knowing.? Thus 0. Henry begins one of his amusing
dramatizations of the humdrum domestic life of the flat—
dwellers in New Yqrk. In his imagination what the average
New Yorker’s life consisted of may be best seen in such
stories as “ The Pendulum,” “ The Complete Life of John
Hopkins,” and other anedocts of New Yorker’s family life.
In “The Pendulum” the portrayal of both the dull flat
dweller’ s routine and its occasional disruption is very
successfully carried off, “ There are no surprises awaiting
a man who has been married two years and lives in a flat,”
says 0. Henry.2 Everyday as he comes home after work, John
Perkins can gloomily foretell to the minute exactly wIp~t
will occur at each stage of the evening’ s progress following
his inevitable pot-roast dinner: his wife would meet him at
the door with a kiss flavored with cold cream and butter..
scotch; and he would remove his hat and sit in the lounge





start falling because of overhea~j thumping; then exactly at
eight the drunken vaudervifle team across the hall will
begin its nightly carosual; and there will be other assorte(j
neighboring noises. At S:15 Perkins will reach for his hat,
and; facing Katy’s ire, announces that he is going to
NaCloskey’s to play pool with his friends.
One evening the whole domestic situation is changed.
Perkins finds the house in disarray, no Katy, and a note
saying that she has been called away by her mother’s illness.
He prepares a lonely meal of cold mutton and coffee and begins
to realize how important his old routine has been to him.
Perkins remorsefully thinks how lonely it must have been for
his wife during his long evening at NaCloskey’s, and he re-
solves, tearfully, to treat her more considerately when she
returns. Suddenly the door opens, and his wife walks in.
Perkins automatically reaches for his hat and goes out to
play pool with the boys.1 Like the pendulum, the whole house..
hold retuns to its routine, “ Man lives by habit,” observes
Probawsmith,n but what he lives for is thrills and exciteipent.n2
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Opener,” Though married over four years, Big Jim Dougherty,
a typical Broadway sport, had scarcely noticed his Delia
except to swap a few meaningless phrases with her at break~
fast; but one day, while escorting her up the street on the
evening of their dinner date, he soon noticed the admiring
glances and murmurs cast upon his stunning spouse, altered
his original plan to take her to an ordinary joint,and took
her instead to Hoogley’s~” the swellest slow lunch ware~
house on the line”1~where she shone like a solitary star,
Chatting gaily and joyously over their meal, she soon at~
tracted the attention of “ the Honorable Patrick Corrigan,
leader in Dougherty’s district”2 who , after the introduction
accused Big Jim of hiding a treasure, Dougherty can only
mutter to himself over the time he has lost this dazzling
creature, his own wife, as she goes on channing a tableful
of his politician friends,3
Again, in “ The Complete Life of John Hopkins,” 0,
Henry turns to a humorous and realistic account of the flat~








others, and so were its occupants, Mr. and Mrs. Hopkins and
their flea-bitten terrier: the husband, a typical small wage
earner holding down a non-descript Job; the wife, a typical.
Gotham flat—dweller whose attributes included “ the auriferous
tooth, the sedentary disposition, the Sunday afternoon wander
lust, the draught upon the delicatessen store for home-made
comforts, the furor for department store marked-down sales,
the feeling of superiority to the lady on the third floor
who wore genuine ostrich tips and had two names over her
bell. . . and the vigilant avoidance of the i~stsllment man. . . .
After the usual. “ compressed dinner”2they would sit staring
at each other; and while she “ discoursed
dinner smells from the flat across the hall, “3he would
occasionally seek to “ inJect a few raisins of conversaticzs
into the tasteless dough ~f existence.”4 Since there was
clearly neither love nor war in such a barren routine,
0. Henry would have to supply these essentials by sending









wild adventures before ?1’in~~n him back safely to the
hornblende sofa in his flat and the resumption of conversation
with his wife?
0. Henry believes that the ordinary New Yorker’ s domes
tic life is invariably dull, and without the occasional hap
penings of unexpected adventure or romance, this kind of life
is simply unendurable. His attitude can best be summarized in
his own words:
• At every corner handkerchiefs drop,
fingers beckon, eyes besieges, and
the lost, the lonely, the rapturous,
the mysterious, the perilous changing
clues of adventure are slipped into
our fingers. But few of us are willing
to hold and follow than. We are grown
stiff with the ramrod of convention
down our backs. We pass on; and some day
we come, at the end of a very dull life,
to reflect that our romance has been
a pallid thing of a marriage or two, a
satin rosette kept in a safe-deposite
drawer, and a l~,fe long feud with a
steam radjator.L
At times, 0. Henry turns to write some of the amusing
sides of Irish toilers’ family lives in which his necessary
1
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ingredients of poverty, love , and war are abundant. Humor
and light touch of satire predominate these stories. There
are plenty of curious heart stories, and little side lights
of the marital scraps, and the hen-pecked himbands. In these
instances, his purpose is to display the city dwellers’pet—
tiness and whimsicalities. In “ Between Rounds,” we have the
marital scrap between John l4cCaskey and his wife which dis
turbs the peace at Mrs. Murphy’s boardinghouse. ‘ihen the
landlady’ s six-year-old boy disappears, they became rec
onciled momentarily, 3oining in the search and thinking
sentimentally as the child they might have had; but as soon
as h~ is found, the McCaskeys are at each other again hanmier
and tongs.1
In “A Harlem Tragedy” the device of marital warfare
receives a different twist: Mrs. Cassidy brags to Mrs. Fink
about the bruijes and blackened eyes her pugnacious husband
gives her because his contrition afterward brings her pretty
things and dinner dates; whereas Mr. Fink, a dull, modest
man who “ reposed in the state of matrimony like a lump of
unblended suet in a pudding,”2 never gives his wife any






her husband to fury and blows by bawling him out and striking
him; but, instead of thrashing her in return, he humiliates
her even more by knucking under and doing her dishes and wash~
1ing,
“ The Rubaiyat of a Scotch High Ball?? tell the domestic
comedy of an alcoholic husband who has a sympathetic wife to
humor him, while at the same time she tries desperately to
help him cut out the booze~2 Again, “ The Harbinger tells
a satirical story of three thir~ty Union Square loafers, one
of whom decides to tackle his two hundred pound wife for the
dollar she earned by washing so that they can get some beer~
Impervious to his demands and excuses, the wife apparently
succumbs only when he begins making ardent love to her; but
instead of the dollar she brings him saraaparilla and a
tablespoon to cure his springtime malady!
Memoirs of a Yellow Dog”4and ~ Ulysses and the Dog~












ad family pet out for an airing each evening. Girl “
develops the problem of the suburbanite’s efforts to secure
a household maid by making it appears that the hero is con~
tending with a rival for the girl’s affection,1
In nearly all of these stories, 0. Henry attempts to
picture the grim routine of the little people or some of the
dtmestic problems, Nevertheless, the journalistic qualities,
such as light foolery and romance, are quite obvious,2 The
fact that most of the stories were written under the con~
tract to fill the ~~~~qorld page each week offers fairly
convincing evidence that 0, Henry not only gauged the taste
of his mass reading public quite accurately but also imew
how to satisfy it, He depicts mostly trivial domestic
comedies. “ The world of 0, Henry is an intellectual Sahara,”
bays ~icher Quinn, disapprovingly,3
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ment of the shop~gir1, he condemns the exploiter and the vile
pander, the most deprayed of beasts, who preys on the half~
paid, starving women, Likewise he condemns the city’s pitfalls
for the innocent, showing that parents, because of their
indif~rence, are to blame for their children’s missteps.
Knight’s research reveals some of the stunning facts about
slum life in New York in the first decade of the twentieth
century:
It was reported that l6O,7O~ children
under five lived in New York tenements,
that they played among mud puddles and
foul slops; that thousands of the poor
worked long hours in sweatshops;~..that
slum boys grew up to steal and to fight
the police and drink to excess while
the girls often took to a life of shame
....Many of these poor were foreigners,
downtrodden, unable to understand our
ideals, speaking poor English, robbe~.
by unscrupulous salesmen and agents,
0. Henry understood very well the wretchedness of slum
children,” The Guilty Party “ is reminiscent of Stephen Crane’s
~e, It is a severe sermon on parental responsibility, Liz
drifts to the street and grows up to become a drunkard, mur~
deress, and suicide because her father would do nothing to
make home attractive to her as a child, 2Liz is “ one of the
1
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lost whom the world judged wrongly0” Again 0, Henry employs
the dream ending technique0. He thought he was in the ne~
world, hearing the case to be judged0 The final judgment is
The guilty party you’ve got to look
for in this case is a red~hai~’ed,
unshaven, untidy man, sitting by the
window reading, in his stocking feet,
while his children play in the streets,0002
Life is a mixture of smile and sniffles and sobs, with
sniffles predominating, declares 0, Henry in “ The Gift of
the Magi.” The petty joys and petty pretensions and little
daily spat of his unImo~ characters confirm this statement,
Concerning the attitude toward domestic life, 0, Henry shares
basically the same fatalistic view which is prevalent among
the little people0 There is no other conclusion but just such
a half~bitter smile with which there is neither content nor
meaning. These stories have, however, “a social significance,”
because they give us aspects of life in New York which pre~
vious writers had missed, In the vignettes of the domestic
1
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drama of his little people, we are able to get a vision of
the festering social problems undenieath the picturesque
serenity of the metropolitan life in New York,
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY
During his residence in New York from 1902 until his
death in 1910, 0. Henry had produced a most remarkable out
put of stories dealing with the human comedy and tragedy of
New York city. These New York short stories show the most
striking example of the influence of journalistic standards
of this period; they also embody some of the most interesting
social implications which characterize 0. Henry’s philosophy
of life. His vogue is now a thing of the past, but the writer
feels that his social attitudes not only lift him above his
general level but also reflect, various phases of the social
scenes of the time. The writer agrees with most critics that
at his best, he produced vignettes of New York which are
valuable social documents as wefl as artistic nartatives.1
0. Henry was inexhaustibly fertile in producing
variations on a few simple themes. Therefore, the writer has
attempted to give a critical analysis of the stories in terms
of 0. Henry’ s four major social themes.
½cully Bradley, Richmond C. Beatty, and E. Hudson
Long (eds.), The American Tradition in Literature, Revised




The first of these is 0. Henry’s interest in the effects
of urban life on little people. Many of his stories show his
great skill in noting and recording the picturesque surfaces
of life in the New York of his time.1 Nillette observes that
“ 0, Henry had a remarkable understanding of the types of
the metropolitan half-world in which he lived, and that world
comes to life in him as it does in no other American short
story ~iter,”20, Henry was able to comprehend that New York
was a series of contrasts, an agglomeration of absolutely
dissimilar effects and impressions, splendid, squalid, cramp
ed, spacious, jammed or deserted, yet somehow producing a
New York sens~tiorj upon its inhabitant and its visitor as
well, In a~few strokes 0, Henry conveys to his readers the
essence, the living spirit of the great metropolis of the
first decade of the century. It was a period in which the
skycrapers grew taller and taller; thousands of the little
people lived in sleazy tenements and red-brick houses; and
the automobile fought the horse on the streets. ~ Even
though much that he lays before the reader be absolutely
1?? The New York of 0. Henry,~l ~T~w York ~es, June 2,
1935, p. 10,
2Fred B, Millette,
~1tica1S~ve( New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company,l944),
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unfamiliar so far as the concrete case goes, still the New
York breath inspires it, and the New Yorker will recognize
the pulse beats of his day~”1
A second phase of Q~ Henry’s social attitude is reveal~
ed in his sympathetic treatment of the working class~ He was
intimately acquainted with the serious life problems which
the underpaid workers were forced to endure, It is in behalf
of the underpaid shopgirl and clerk and the striving artist
that he dipped his pen in acid,
Because of this interest in the
unfortunate, expecially the victims
of environment, the stories of 0,
Henry take on a sociological import,
He presented the shopgirl, the clerk,
~~.against the background that produced
them, He knew that environment can cause
tragedy, and he realized the injustice
of a system which would permit an
employe~ to pay a clerk only six dollars
a week,~
0, Henry has a humanitarian sympathy toward all the honest,
striving working people who could hardly hold their body and
soul together in an industrialized society.
1
Hildegrade Hawthorne,” The Picturing of New York Life,”
New York Times Book Review, November 21, l90~, p. 6~5, See
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The third interesting revelation of 0. Henry’s social
attitude is seen in a group of stories which dramatize
somehow or another the fact of economic disparity, The first
decade of the century was the era of individual enterprise,
The growt~h of big business had created some fortunate
financial wizards who were largely responsible for the cre~
ation of human suffering and social injustice, Caught in the
web of unfavorable industrial conditions were hundreds and
thousands of unskilled workers, dregs of humanity, who were
dependent for their livelihood upon the whims of their employ~
ers, charitable organizations, or solely upon their owo wits.
As a depicter of the life of the four million in New York, it
is butnatural that 0. Henry gives constantly to the exposition
of American life itself, He condemnd and satirizes miserly
multimillionaires who are ~oo selfish to fulfil their social
responsibility. However, he believes that New York had plenty
of good caliphs~the charitable, generous Rockefellers, Fisks,
Carnegies and Vanderbiltswho all intended to help the poor
and the unfortunate in one way or another. He was evidently
connected with the life of urban poverty, of the poor and
obscure individuals crushed by need and sorrow under damaging
social conditionth It is easy to read a note of social pro~
test into his writing. His prison term had made him ac~
quainted with gentle grafters and noble~minded burglars. He
understood the code of ethics of the lowly. And the dregs of
humanity are treated with sincere sympathy, with forgiveness
that pierces to the core of the trouble.
Lastly, there is an extensive group of stories which
characterize 0. Henry’s attitude toward the problems of
domestic life, He cherishes a romanticist’s ideal for the
loyalty of true love, illumined by sacrifice. But generally,
he sees the absence of love and affection in the humdrum of
existence, He deals with the boredom of domestic life, with
the triviality of life under capitalism. With no financial
security, the little people can have little to expect, Con~
sequently, they lead a life without perspective and happiness.
0. Henry’s social attitudes are never very subtle, In
his humble way he shares with the common people some of the
simple beliefs, It is his pleasure and distraction to inter~~
est himself in the peculiar and complicated misfortunes that
life in a great city visits upon his fellow~men, He seeks
for romance and adventure in the city streets of New York,
To him the greatest marvels of magic are those that take
place in men’s heart when acted upon by the furious and
diverse forces of a crowded population. In his treatment
of various social problems of his day, he is always “ a
pure romanticist who strives earnestly for realistic effects.”1
1
Rollins,~~t,, p. 22g.
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